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Further safety scrutiny
•
for arts build Ing
The Overall
View

A HIGHLIGHT 0 in the December
issu of the [)IT Independent, the
Institute's Fine Arts building at
Portland R w has been plagued by
several
structural and other
problems. Aoife toke returned to
ee had the situation changed, for
better or worse.
The Portland Row Campu of DIT
will undergo a further in pection by
the Health and afety Authority
(HSA) ~ Ilowing the ubmi sion by
th DIT Buildings Office of a safety
tatem nt to the HSA.
Th inspection i on foot of an
improvement notice which was
rved on the college in September of
last year following a vi it by a H A
inspect r. DIT wa then given thr
months by th H A to compile a
afety statem nt ~ r the building, the
n tice for which expired on the 16th
o cember. Th Institute wa·. erved
with the improvement notice by the
H A after the authority noted a lack
of a safety plan and a lack of
maint nance in the P rtland Row
building.
The building, which is used by Fine
Arts students, was closed for three
weeks in cptember after toilets on
the first floor of the building were
fund to be laking thr ugh to the
rooms below.
Th H A visited the building last
eptember after a complaint was
received by the authority. peaking to
the DIT Independent a r presentative
of th H A said that th y would be
r turning to inspect th building but
that they had received the safety
tatcm nt from Ol r in th required
lime.Anita Groener,
our. e - 0ordinator and health and saf ty
repre cntative of Portland Row ays
that th re ar still major probl ms at
OlT's hne rts l:alllpus. Highlighttn
an on oing lack of canteen faciliti s
.... hleh he ays is "just not good

Left: The studio in which the ceiling collapsed; Right: One of
the bathrooms in the portland row building
enough", Ms Groener described a
number of recent problems which
illustrate the severity of the problems
at Portland Row. "This morning we
had a ceiling collap e on us, we had
t evacuate two student. who were in
the area prior to the collap
nd that
particular area has had to be cleaned
up as obviously there was loose
plaster lying ar und which has now
been removed," h aid. Ms Grocner
is als concern d about a loose beam
in the chapel of the colleg • an ar a
which has since been sealed off. "Th
problems that wc had last September
haven'l been addressed at aiL"
he also asserts that the staff of
Portland Row were not giv n copi
of D1Ts safety stat ment on the
buildin , but that they receiv d l:opies
of the statem nt from the H A. inc
the resumption of classes after the

Chri tmas break Ms Groener asserts
there have also been a number of
leak in both the canteen and the
entrance hall.
In reply, DIT Co-ordination and
rvices Offi r, Michael Mamane
said that th re had only been one
incidence of flooding which related to
a tap being left on in an upper torey
of the building not rented by D1T. In
relation to th
in ident of the
collap ed ceiling in the studio, Mr
Marnane aid that it .... a a a re ult of
accumulated dampne . "We regret
that thi happened and ",e would be
hopeful that there .... ould be no chance
of injul) to peopl on the premi cs."
aid Mr 1arnane.
peaking bout the un uit bility of
the premise, r larnan
id that in
light of th imminent probability of
the long·muled north id ampus at

Grangegorman going ahead, "we
would see it as an interim solution."
In the short term, he said, the
objective wa to keep the building
operational for the students. He said
that in light of the i sues relating to
Portland Row, one of the first areas
that would be re-housed in
Grangegorman would be the faculty
of applied arts, currently situated in
the less than satisfactory Portland
Row facility.
Describing the area in which the
Portland Row building is situated as
"less than desirable", Mr Marnane
said that given the nature of the work
they do. Fine Art students need large
open pace to harness their creativity
which is why the building wa
originally elected by DlT ome eight
year ago. Over a hundred full time
student. go to Portland Row but their
canteen i a small room with four
table and only ten chair. Up until
la t year Campbell's Catering
supplied fre h sandwiches and
pa trie to the college but the
situation proved unviable for the
In titute.
In tead management has installed a
confectionery dispenser and drinks
machine. In relation to these canteen
facilities Mr Mamane pointed out that
DIT Mountjoy Square is within six
minutes walking distance from
Portland Row and that there were
adequate catering services in
Mountjoy Square for the Fine Arts
tudents.
The building was closed for three
weeks in September after toilets on
the first floor of the building were
found to be leaking through to the
rooms below. Ms Grocner said that
staff and students had been instructed
by their pe~pccti\e unions not to
enter the buildmg once this leakage
had been discovered.
See Editorial pa!:e jive

Optometry students left without lecturers
such alal)

OITSU Kevin Street
President Des Alvey. who
believes OIT has breached
contract in respect to the
course document laid out
for the Optometry course
in OIT Kevin Street.

Mr Horan stressed that
students will definitely be
finished exams by June 20th
at the very latest "There will
be some small changes and
cuts made so that we can
finish in time but I can assure
students that we will fulfill
the course curriculum".
However this assurance
has been 4uestioned by
Kevm Street Student Union
President, Des Alvey, who
tated that "based on past
record the tudents Union
are not confident that DIT
can fulfill these promises and
that students from the course
will not lose out on more
class time.
Thes students have been
let down before. I wish to tell
th fourth year students that
the tudents Union in Kevin
treet will support them both
and
in
a
financially
r pres ntative role if they
wi h to take any action
ainst DIT" h said. Alvey
add d that h bcliev s OIT to
he in br .,ch of contract in
r peCI
to
the
cour
document laid out for the
Optom tr COUrse,
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011
question
linguistic
diversity

Construction Industry Federation Director Peter McCabe, who questioned the validity of a 011 survey
investigating apprentice entitlements

Apprentice exploitation uncovered
By Aisling Casey
A DIT survey has revealed
Irish
that
several
construction
firms
arc
denying apprentices their
statutory entitlements.
Construction
firms
countrywidc have come
under critici. m following
revelations that they are
leaving their employees

without
their
legal
entitlements to pay and
allowances. The survey,
which was conducted by DIT
lecturer Eddie onIon also
revealed that less than a third
of apprentices have been
in
pension
registered
chemes.
The findings based on a
urvey of 298 apprentices

attending courses in DIT,
found thatuch abuses are
widespread in smaller firms
and th se not associat d to
IB C or the onstruction
Industry Fed ration. The
assessment
shows
that
apprentices on unionised
ites arc seven times more
likely to r eeiv
their
entitlement, however this

WhyQ?
Buy your tickets
in advance from
your student union
shops

www.buseireann.ie

Bus
email: info@bu eireann. i

only c vers just a fifth of all
apprentices
in
the
con truction sector
Th s ial s icnc lecturer
r ommends that apprentices
rec ive written contracts,
detailing their entitl ments
and greater monit ring by
statut ry bodies such as fA
and th Health and afety
Auth rity.
onIon revealed that not
only are 47 per cent of
appr ntiees not receiving the
exact take-h ID pay, they
were also I .in ut n over
_6 .50 a' w ek.
Mr
Peter
Mc abe,
Director of the onstruction
Industry Federation said that
the survey's findings were
not valid today as they were
based on findings on
appr nticeship onditions in
199 .
Although acknowled'ing
that several of the issues
raised required following up,
he added that the surv y's
fi 'ures only covered two per
cent of the work force.

By Aisling asey
TO L AD the way in
developing a national acti n
plan t promotl: foreign
language learning, DIT
recently hosted a seminar
focusing on its r le at third
level institutes.
To mark the final phase of
the European Year of
Languages D1T held a
conferl:ncc in athal Bmgha
treet to discuss the various
findings that hav emerged
over the last Yl:ar. The
conference, opened by Mary
Banotti MEP hopes that the
recommendations made by
those who attended the
conferenc will contribute to
th ' development of an action
plan to promote Irdand's
inter st in the strate ically
important area of foreign
language learning,
The symposium att nded
by educationalists, lan ua
p cialists and lecturers,
pr vided a significant Il1sight
in th
development of
languag
teaching
and
learning.
European
Integration has called for
higher r quirements than
pr viously
se n.
Many
advanc s have been made in
rec nt y an., such as the
introduction of langua 'es to
t n-year-old in the Primary
chool Project. However,
there has be n a decline in
numbers taking language as
an option at third level.
ceordin ' to research
from Eurobarometer in 2001,
almost 50 per cent of the Irish
population cannot speak a
<,econd lan 'ua 'e, whil 4()
per cent of thes people said
it was not useful to know
another lan ua e. Thi

Fine Gael MEP Mary
Banotti. who opened the
recent language
symposium held at 011
Cathal Brugha Street.

represents the fifth wor t rat
in the U. omm ntin on a
claim that Irish pe )plc Cl: no
us
in I arning another
language, Ms Joan Williams,
o-ordinat r of the Europ an
Year of I ngua es 200 I said
sueh a claim i a poor
reflection on Irish oci ty. "It
se ms to imply a narrow
insular way of seein th
world and an unwillingn ss
to engage with oth r cultures
throu 'h the rieh medium of
their own languages,' she
saId. Open essions such as
the rel:ent gathering at 8'
allow for th int n.:han 'e of
ideas
from
all
tho e
int rested in the linguistic
dimensions of European
ducat ion and in creatin a
communal huropean identity.
In conjunction with cultural
.. r ic s in france. pain and
Germany,
th
me tin'
address d one very important
issue: how d vclopments in
Ire );llld afled the re t of
Europe or rath r how a
dedin in langua I arn r
can eft et the chan'in face
of European int ratIon.

Civil Service recruitment drive
th
world. Th
IIr er
opportunlll
arc initially
ha ed in th Duhlin r .
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Taoiseach's Cirangegorman
sweet talk not enough
A lETIER simply signed 'Bertie' will certainly make for good
picture framing for DITSU President Marguerite Fitzpatrick a
few years from now. But the time has come for An Taoiseach
to deliver more to DITSU's electorate than a nicely prepared
letter to Ms Fitzpatrick's Rathmines office.
Former DITSU President Ross O'Daly recently suggested
that intellectual snobbery on behalf of the Higher Education
Authority could yet prevent the Institute's long awaited
University status aspirations. Too many Dail heads turned
the wrong way, laced with more than a hint of political
apathy could prove a similar a factor in dimming DIT's other
long·term ambition of a long awaited move to a northside
campus in Grangegorman.
Do our main political parties really care about the
difficulties that DIT has due to its segregated site system?
The ludicrous situation at Portland Row and the difficulties
experienced by Optometry students at Kevin Street reiterates political myopia is as evident as the embarassing
level of management in the Institute. It would appear that
the plight of the largest single student body in the State is
not high on any pre·election shopping list. Despite the
Taoiseach's claim that he will act soon on an issue which
affects a significant proportion of his own constituency, the
underlying factor remains that very few of the 22,000 DIT
students who could benefit from this move are entitled to
vote in Dublin Central.
Much Is made of the charm and 'Just call me Bertie' style
of politics that is practiced by our Taoiseach. But in a
political landscape as devoid of ingenuity and vision as it is
in terms of charismatic leadership, Mr Ahern is the best of
an incredibly dour bunch. Few doubted his push for a
second U2 concert was more than aided by pleaSing a
healthy fraction of the 80,000 potential voters who made
the extra trip to Slane. In the politics of cute hoorism, there
is no one to match the Taoiseach's ability to tap into public
appeal. He does offer the best opportunity for movement to
be mad on Grangegorman, he enjoys a good working
relationship With Margeurite Fitzpatrick and the noises
made via his contact with both DIT and DITSU are positive
ones. But the time has come for more than a pat on the
back and all that comes with long·term promises. Action is
now required from the coridoors of power.
DIT's students need a campus. OIT's students need
accommodation. OIT's sporting reputation and level of
achievement will undoubtedly improve from possessing a
co~mon facility tailor made for the needs of sport in the
Inst.ltute. DIT needs Grangegorman. Sweet talking and oiling
parISh pumps is no longer sufficient action for our students.
The time has come for the Government to act on
Grangegorman and that time is now.
RaJ • GJv • but be careful
As this month's special section illustrates, this year's RAG
week promises the usual mix of fun and festivities which
thousands of DIT's students will enjoy. The RAG Ball, should
all 6,000 tickets be sold, should certainly be a night to
remember and should the night prove a success, DITSU's
Executive should be more than happy for such an ambitious
venture. But there IS a worrying aspect to such a massive
gathering, one which could make a boisterous, feel·good
occasion such as the RAG Ball a nightmare for some of our
fellow students. As with any such major social gathering of
youth, the likelihood of there being individuals who spike
other revellers' drinks IS becoming an unfortunately
increasing occurrence on a night out in the capital.
The only count rmeasure that can be offered to anyone
attending the RAG Ball or any of the special events during
th w ek is vigilance. As OlTSU mention elsewhere in this
issue, the adVICe is simple: be aware. Hopefully an njoyable
and careful w k WIll be had by all in OIT from th 11th to
th 14th. And Just remember, a charity will benefit from
every hangover you the student suff rs that week!
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Taoiseach opens
window to technology
By Aisling

asey

A
TAOI EA H. Bertie
Ahern
TO.
recently
introduced another 20 inner
city schools to a new world of
technology at the launch of
the second phase of the
Dublin Inner ity chools
Computerisation
Project
(OIS ).
The Project. which is coordinated by DIT aims to
reduce
educational
disadvantage faced by inner
city school children due to a
lack of computer facilities.
Speakin' at the launch in
Scoil PI as Mhuire. 0 rset
trc t, Mr Ahern said that the
DJ
project "will mak an
enormous
difference
to
young peopk and their
future." He added that he
would continue to imest in a
national drive to make sure
every school in Ireland had
appropriate
access
to
educational.oftware.
It
is
generally
acknowledged that Oublin's
inner city has one of the
State's highest concentrations
of educational disadvantage.
which requires a targeted
response in such a way as to
support the communities
directly effected.
To reduce the potential
limitations fa d by young
. ch 01 children in the area,
DJS has set out to achieve
its goal by upgrading the
computer
facilities
and
educational software in a
20
designated
furth r
disadvanta ed schools. It is
hoped that the second phase
will be as successful as the
first where 20 inner city
school were upgraded to full
computer
multim dia
capacity ov r a thr e-year
period.

DIT President Or Brendan
Goldsmith, commented, "Not
all children are fortunate

An Taoiseach Bertie Ahern listens to a poem recited by pupils during his recent visit
to Scoil Plas Mhuire, Dorset Street.
enough to be 0 computer
literate. Lack of computer
a\ailability in ome chool
has caused many of our
children to grow up without
exposure
to
curr nt
technology.
As a result. benefits in
v rbal and non-verbal kill.
structural knowledge. longt rm
memory.
manual
dexterity
and
problem
solving arc lost."
He added: "By drawing
upon e pertisc of the project.
numerous chool ar und
Dublin will enjoy a multitude
of benefits and opportunitie .
Consequently
their
educational
and
kill
development along with
th ir future employment
prospects will be improved."
DJ
is part of a more
extensive community upport
project known
a
the
Community
Link
Programme, set up by the
Institute in 1996. Its aim i to
identify, develop and co-

ordinate
the
various
initiati\e of DJT in regard to
de Cl> ing communities.
The reason the inner city
has been chosen by DJT for
educational development is
because the campus is
di persed throughout the
heart of Dublin City and
parado ically in areas of the
city which arc the least
represented nationally in
third level.
Other programmes include
upen i ed
study
programmes,
educational
awarene
chemes and
dir et entry programmes to
OIT. All the e are based on
continuou
community
imohement. Or Goldsmith
said that th In titute was
committed
to
trongl}'
pro\ iding educational and
de\elopm nt opportunities to
all. The project 0 far has
been a re ounding success
due to the collaboration of
the partners involved in the
initiati . Along with OIT,

these include the National
Centre for Technology in
Education, Hewlett Packard
and the Dublin Inner City
Partnership.
Lionel Alexander, MD of
Hcwlett Packard Ireland said,
"In a rapidly changing world
it is essential that our young
people arc prepared and
educated
to
achieve
success.... Your children here
will ensure that Ireland
continues to attract the best
Multinational Companies.
They locate here because
of the
highly
skilled
workforce, people like you
who are well educated will
become
the
talented
employees of tomorrow.
"The
project
is
a
commitment by the parties
involved to reduce the career
obstacles facing children in
the inner city while opening
their eyes to technology. "Let
this become your window to
greater knowledge," said Mr
Alexand r.

DITSU Elections
:z002

DIT may look abroad For future students
centre.
actively

D.t s:

• Nominations for Elections
open on 20th February and
close on 5th March 0 16:00
• Candidate's meeting with
Chief Returning Officer in DIT
Kevin Street 0 18.30 on
Tuesday 5th March where
materials will be distributed
and rules explained.
Attendance is compulsory.
• Hustings take place across
the DIT Sites on Monday 11 th
& Tuesday 12th March - Times
to be confirmed
• Election day Wedn sday
13th March - all main DIT
Sites, Polls open 9am t 9pm,
Ann x s and mall r DIT
C nt rs ch ck IJost rs or SU
Offlc .
I

• Count on Thur ddy 14 h
M r h V u & tlm 0 b
confirm d
r f
Ion
l'e!lTU,JfV

n
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FOCUS ON . . .The Abortion Referendum

Referendum 2002: The facts
IT
IS
expected
that
the
Government's proposed abortion
referendum will be held in the next
eight weeks.
The latest proposed amendment
to Bunreacht na hEireann is a
complex proposal with a variety of
implications,
Aoife
Stokes
highlights the statutory and
constitutional measures put forward
in the Bill.
The latest referendum on
abortion contains a number of
issues, some of which have not
been made abundantly clear in the
run-up to the latest national poll on
thi most contentious of topics.
The main thrust of the
referendum is an attempt to revert
the 1992 judgement in the X ca e.
A confused
electorate
may not
flock to
ballot
boxes in
high
numbers

This judgement ruled that an
abortion in Ireland would be lawful
if there is a real and substantial risk
to the life as di tinct from health, of
the mother, and that a threat of
suicide would be included in thi'
definition.
The proposed 25th Amendment
of the Constitution (Pregnancy of
Human Life in Pregnancy) Bill,
200 I will a k the people of Ireland
to rule out the provision that the
risk of suicide would be a ground
for legal abortion in the State.
There are two provi ions within
the Bill which would provide a
con titutional ba i for a legi lative
approach to what they de cribe a
"the protection of human life in
pregnancy" .
The e provi ion
would be
in erted into the Con titution a
Article 40.3.4 and 40.3.5.
The e provisions are:
1.
Giving
con titutional
protection for the enactment by the
Oireachtas of legislation the term
of which have been seen and
approved by the people in advance.

2. Requiring that any sub equent
legislative amendment will require
to be approved by the People in a
referendum before it is signed into
law by the President.
The legislation that is being
proposed by the government in the
Bill sets out a number of important
issues.
It proposed to redefine abortion
in modern terms and reduce the
existing
penalty
of
life
imprisonment to 12 years.The
current legal prohibition on
abortion contained in ections 58 &
59 of the Offence again t the
Person Act of 1861 i repealed.
It will define abortion a "the
intentional de truction by any
mean of unborn human life after
implantation in the womb of a
woman."
The Bill will also exclude from
the definition of abortion any
medical procedure in the cour e of
which the unborn human life is
ended where it i neces ary to do 0
in order to prevent a real and
ub tantial ri k of 10, of the
woman's life other than uicide.

The amendment is an attempt
to revert the 1992 judgement
in the X case, which permits
abortion when there is a real
and substantive risk to the life
of the mother

The Bill will not in any way
inhibit the current the freed m to
travel or the right to informati n.

The referendum will ask the
people to disapprove or approve
two new subsections in Article 40.3
f the Constitution.
The pr posed new subsection 4
would provide that the life of the
unb rn in the womb will be
pr tected in accordance with the
Protecti n of Human Life in
Pregnancy Act.
The other proposed subsection 5
would provide that any future
propo al to amend or repeal the
Protection of Human Life in
Pregnancy Act will have to be
appr ved by the people in a
referendum.
It i undoubtedly a complex
referendum, arguably the mo t
complicated uch propoal t be put
to the Iri -h voter in th history of
the tate, but thi - much is clear.
Ultimately a yes vote would
approve the prop sal to exclude
legal ab rti n in Ireland ~ r women
wh are suicidal.
hould one cho. e to vote no, on
will be v ting to maintain the right
of w men wh ar suicidal to
procur legal aborti ns in Ir land.

Challenge to abortion poll dismissed
By Aoife Stokes

THE
constitutional
challenge
to
the
Government's forthcoming
abortion referendum has
been dismissed by the High
Court clearing the way for
the poll, which will be held
on March 6th.
In giving judgement on
the challenge, Mr Justice
Kelly said the court had no
Jurisdiction to halt a
Government decision to call
a referendum. In IIgbt of
the
decision
Richard
Hammond, President of the
Union of Students of

Ireland (USI) said, "now
that
we
know
the
referendum is going to
we
will
be
proceed
formulating an opinion on
the matter."
The union will not take
an overall stance on the
but
the
referendum
Women's Rights Campaign
within the structure of the
union is entitled to take a
position once a date for the
referendum is announced.
In November of last year
DITSU Council rejected a
proposal to hold an Internal
referendum on abortion.

IF FURTHER proof was required to
illustrate the political apathy that
has pread across Ireland in the past
decade, there is no better place to
start than your own third-level
campus. Over the years, politicians
have employed a lot of energy
attempting to embrace the youth
vote, with Irish students equating to
eight per cent of the total national
workforce. In the case of DJT, the
whole idea of performing the
of
requi ite
flesh
pre sing
prospective voters has been
completely underutilised.
Sinn Fein is currently the only
active political party in DJT. No
6gra Fianna FAil, no Young POs, no
Labour Youth and no Young Fine
Gael. Why i there only one activ
political party in the colleg?
tudent apathy, DJT policy or too
much effort involv d for th
political parties? DJT is th
tate'
largest third-level coli g with
22,000 students and anoth r g n ral
el ction
campaign
is
imminent. Whil the cumann of
th r political parties.. m two a
p nny in our fellow third I v I
c ntr s across th capital, what
makes DlT so dif~ rent?

The Council also passed a
motion to adopt a neutral
policy for the provision of
Information on abortion.
The
High
Court
challenge was taken by two
students from Trinity
College Dublin, namely Ms
Joanna Morris (a law
student) and Ms Slan NI
Mhaoldomhnalgh (a post
graduate politics student).
Tbelr cballenge sought
not
to
prevent
the
referendum but Instead to
oblige the Government to
bold
two
separate
referenda. Their challenge

related to Article 46.4 of the
Constitution which states
that "A BUI containing a
proposal or proposals for
the amendment of this
Constitution
hall not
contain
any
other
proposal".
The
students
are
contending
that
the
proposed
referendum
contains two separate and
distinct amendments to the
Constitution Speaking on
behalf of the students in the
High ourt Mr Paul Callan
C said that they were
challenging the mechani m
being u ed to effect the

amendment
and
the
manner in which It wa
proposed to be done.
He said that the Bill was
effectively in three parts; an
amendment to Article 46 of
the Constitution, the text of
th proposed amendment
and the text of a proposed
Act.

Dr Michael Forde C also
representing the tudents
argued that rticl 46 of the
Con titution required a
variation or addition to the
Con titution
mu t
be
contained In the te t of the
Constitution. It hould not

DIY students in political vacuum
"It i worrying that there are few
political parties active in DJT... The
problem is the hierarchic nature of
OIT's policy of funding. I don't
tudent
think you can ay it i
apathy," say Anita Conway, DlTSU
Societies and Clubs Officer.
If a DJT Club or Society plan to
attend an Ard Atei ,M Conway
explain, where ther
i
an
admi ion, th money giv n to that
society by the Stud nt Union could
be seen a. going straight to that
political party, i.e. indirect funding
of a political party. Also, added M
Conway. there is no paym nt mad
by OIT U to political peaker. As
a re ult, DlT U provide. limited
funding to politicai soci tie but
these are car fully monitor d.
"OIT' policy i not to fund a
political party it If but a stud nt
oci ty," she stat d.
M anwhil, the
ultural and
ocial ommitt
f OIT is me ting
thi month to discuss funding for
political parti
who
t up a.
tud nt ocieti s within DlT. It is
propos d that only r gi ter d

With an election less
than four months away,
there remains only one
active political party
in DIT, writes Usa
Deeney
mainstream parties be allocated
funding. Becau of thi ongoing
debat on funding, OIT U hav
ruled that oniy regi tered tudent
can t up a oci ty tand on club
and ocs day at th beginning of
each y ar.
While funding can
cit d a a
drawbaclc, apathy ai 0 figur
highly in the low level of major
political activity in DlT. Th Young
Progr ssiv 0 mocrat say th y
can't g t th stud nt numbers in DlT
to form a soci ty, ace rding to
Young PO Brian Has It. "It is a
regi t r d proc ss and you n d
bout 20 to 30 m mbef!l. W don't
hav that num r."
bour Youth's

Ain
Morris
beli v s
ca h
constraints have rendered a large
movement out of bounds in th
In titut by h r party. "In the past it
has be n difficult to establish in OIT
because of th limit d acce . to
funding,"
he
said.
G rry
O'Connolly of Young in Ga I also
blam in-hou' regulati n at DlT.
"Th DlT policy up to a couple of
y ars ago wa not I tting political
parti
activ in th campu. s."
Recruitment in OIT i al 0 a
cone rn. Mr 0' onnolly ays.
Young Fin Gael did hav branch
in K vin treet and Bolt n tee t
but both hav lapsed in the la. t y ar.
"Th univ rsitie ar ur br ad and
butt r. W hav a hug num r of
m mbers th re," h add.
6gra ianna ail'
inead N£
Mh ill beli v s th I v I f suppon
for political p ni s who s t up as a
oci ty is minimal. "Th r w
suppo to be a parat political
soci ti s Fr her's Day for th
campu
but w
w r
only
infonn d about it in OIT
th I
Brugha
t. I d not know if thi

have a parate existence,
as proposed
by the
Government, In the form of
an Act of the Oireach
and
po e ing
a
constitutionally entrenched
status.
Attorney General Mr
Mlchael
McDowell
defended the proposed
amendment and legislation.
Despite the possibiUty of a
upreme ourt appeal by
the tuden
campaigning
by political partl
and
pressure groups ahead of
tb March 6tb poll will
inten Ify In th comln
weeks.

was intentional or n t." 6gra FP
did have branch s fiv year ago but
they al 0 lap d. "The lev I of
'upport for political p rti. is
minimal to none. Th re is no
financial suppon." he add .
How v r, 6gra inn Fein's ean
MacOiarmuid, ays: " upport by
th tud nt' Uni n in DlT i great.
We have experi need no probl m
with the Union." The party h an
int r-political oci ty thi. year
involving OIT K vin treet, Bolton
tr t and ath I Brugha treet. Mr
MacOiarmuid inform m that the
iety ha rec ived limit d funding
of £200 0 far thi y ar.
It
m. that without financial
fundin •. me political parti will
not tt mpt to t bli h
ieti in
OIT. Ar som p litical panie
u in
OIT's fundin policy
a
scape oat f r their I 'k of effort?
My advi t th young politi ian it
to remem r - th 22.000 tudent
in DlT are I youn vot r .
inn F in ot £ 1.000 in fundin
by OIT (£200 i tat d for th I t
coupl f month but
idion w
m de on riday to
tr
it i
an int r society).
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BOOK TITLE

EASONS READS
PRICE PRICE

GLENSTAL BOOK OF PRAYER

€12.68 €8.88

RTE 100 YEARS - Brian Farrell

€31.74 €22.22

GARDENING THE SOUL-Sister Stanislaus

€12.70 €8.89

ISLE OF DOGS - Patricia Cornwell

€21.46 €15.02

VIOLETS ARE BLUE - James Patterson

€12.57 €8.80

ATONEMENT - lan Mc Ewan

€21.84 €15.10

WHAT SHE WANTS - Cathy Kelly

€16.38 €8.80

FRANCESCAS PARTY- Patricia Scanlan €21.57 €15.10
FALL OF LIGHT - Niall Williams

€19.81 €13.87

GUINNESS BOOK OF RECORDS

€22.86

UNDER THE DUVET - Marian Keyes

€12.57 €8.80

HOW I PLAY GOLF - Tiger Woods

€30.79 €21.55

~tA~~
~tA~~
~tA~~
~tA~~

GOBLET OF FIRE
PHILOSOPHERS STONE
CHAMBER OF SECRETS
PRISONER OF AZKABAN

LO D OF THE

€13.32

€9.65

€6.22

€9.65

€6.76

€9.65

€6.76

€9.65

€6.76

€3.80
€9.52
€3.81
€6.44
€3.77
€6.74
€7.58
€6.47
€5.94
€9.54
€3.77
€9.24
€3.43
€2.89
€2.89
€2.89

YIIU
CIIUID

PJlY
EJlSIIIIS
PRICES

T

ING

LIMITED COLLECTOR HARDBACK €21.46 €15.02
FELLOWSHIP OF THE RING

€8.88

€6.22

TWO TOWERS

€8.88

€6.22

RETURN OF THE KING

€8.88

€6.22

OTAL

€6.44
€2.66
€2.66
€2.66

20.53 €103.14
IR£81.23

I

AGAZINES

Reads, 24 Nassau Street, Dublin. Phone:6796011 . Fax:6711684
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After barely eleven years of
independence the three Baltic
states of Estonia, Latvia and
Lithuania have undergone
massive fundamental changes as
they struggle to manage this new
found freedom. Aoife Stokes
took a trek through the diverse
Baltic capitals.
the
train
pulled
into
Tallinn
in
Estonia it was
cold and wet.
We had booked a hostel
seven kilometeres out ide the
city centre and so we set off
in a taxi to an area in the
suburbs where the skyline
was dominated with a mass
of grey high-rise buildings a
opposed to the modern and
attractive new area the
hostel's
website
had
promi ed.
However once inside, the
Mahtra hostel had clean and
comfortable rooms and for
only three pounds a night we
couldn't really go wrong.
When we finally roused
ourselves into action we
headed for the city centre on
the welcomingly efficient bus
'ervice. The city is divided
very clearly into an Id and
new town.
The new industrial area is
practical and functional like
the business district of any
European city.
By stark contrast, the old
town is a stunningly beautiful
collection of old stone turrets
and buildings, all confined in
the ancient city walls.
Not only this but the area is
awash with small restaurants
offerin' a range of cusincs at

A

very reasonable price. tone
arches and cobbled street
also hold plenty of pubs
including a couple of
rudimentary
Irish
establi hments
for
the
parched traveller.
Spoilt for choice, we
an
Italian
settled
on
restaurant. White washed
stone walls and clean white
linen c upled with g od food
and a nice bottle of wine
replenished usuitably to
take a hike up to the Alexandr
Nevsky Cathedral which is
opposite Est nia's Parliam nt
building.
Evcn with cyes foggy with
the drink therc was no
dcnying the stunning vicw
over the city.
Tall in 's town square is
dominated by th
only
surviving Gothic town hall in
northern Europe.
Its spire is 17th century but
the weather vane at its top has
been present in Tallinn since
1530.
On
this
particular
afternoon the square was
filled with Estonian teena 'ers
dancing to the traditional
music being blasted out by an
enthusiastic Scottish band.
If you're looking for some
history there arc number of
museums in the town, the
most interestin' bein' the

City mu eum where a
fa cinating history of this oftinvaded
stronghold
is
presented in an interesting
and acce sible fashion.
Tall inn ,has passed through
of
many
the
hand
conqueror , at one stage even
being old to the Germans by
the Dani h in 1346.
Unfortunately inter rail
passe. no longer exist for the
Baltic due to aces ation of
rail ervice between the
three countrie .
Therefore
if
you're
planning on visiting all three
on a budget it's seven or eight
hour coach journ ys all th
way. With this the only
option for ur budget we
packed up our rucksacks and
'ct off f I' Latvia on a not s
spacious Eurolines coach.
ight hours later and with
cramped legs and rumblin
st machs w arrived in Riga.
It is a pretty city with cobbled
streets lined with fantastic
architecture and although it's
busin ss district and old town
overlap, th 'y do so neatly.
eciding
to
treat
ourselves
to
a
cheapish hot I we
made us' of the luxury to
scrub up and then hit the
cobbles in search of some
rub. Whilst it did take some
tim' we mana 'cd to lind a
great restaurant which was
part of a hotel
but
urprisin'ly mana 'ed to
avoid the usual diche of
awful hotel food.
Ri 'a is Ihe bi' 'est and
busi 'st of all the Baltic
capitals and houses a vast
amount of histoflcal int'lcs!.
St »\:tcr's 'hur\:h, OIi 'inally
a ISth c 'ntury ~lrm:tllle \\.l~
homhed kroclou Iy dUfln'
Ih S lond World W.II hilt
It.. 111' b n r 101 d.

D

Mu 'eum
of
Latvian
Occupation. Documenting
the treatment of Jew in Riga
and Latvia during WWII it
ha a chilling collection of
letter and other items which
highlight the personal 'tories
of the many Latvians sent to
camps in iberia.
After a couple of nights of
luxury in Riga it was onward
to Villinus, Lithuania's leafy
capital. With a history of
ccupati n, famine and
plague what exists t day i . a
pretty city with examples of
stunning baroque architecture

and the add d attracti n of
the relaxed fe I of a
university t wn.
Abandoning
the
c mparativ luxury of Riga
we booked into the n are t
hostel onc we had stumbled
off the bus in th dark. It is
safe to 'ay that the area
ar und the bu. station, which
happens t be a red light
zone, is far from pleasant.
It's wise to avoid the mil y
Face hostel wh re y u don't
g t allocat d a particular bed
and people fall in drunk at
I king
for
any time

. mewher to c lIapse.
However as an alternative
to this don't ven consider
th
hotel
pp ite
McD nalds right be ide th
bus station. Whilst th lobby
is cleverly renovated the r t
of the building hails from the
1950s or th reab ut and
d 'sn't app ar to hav s en a
lick of paint or a spray fair
frcshener since then.
Th
area ar und th>
President' .
palace
and
Villinus Univ rsity is the
most pleasant.
Th Gedimino Tower n
top of the edimino Hill i u
od hike but in the red brick
tower on the hill i~ a museum
of old Vi IIi nus. th' roof of
which serves as a viewing
point som 4H mctn.:s abov'
the city.
There are a rang of
intcrestin' restaurants in this
part of the town and th'
ni ersity
pub
serv s
fantastic food and of cour
drink for a vcry rca onabl
prkc.
In dos' proximity is the
lape t Ka/imieras hurch
dominating a wide plala
which has Ion' he 'n and still
is a hub of local acti ity. St
Ka/imieras 'hurch whkh
was built by th 1csuits in the
early 1600s functioned a~ a
mus 11111 of ath'i 111 under
Soviet ruk.
I.\:.lvin' Villinlls w••
ea~i\:st dcpal1ur of all.
\:.IU c it lack .111
of th
cultural .Iltr Own 01 [ •• 11111
(If Ri 'a, hut h
<lU
01 <I J <11
difficult
in
bo 'km'
a\:commo tat ion \\ hI h ou
hOllld m.lk· ur ) ou do III

·.d,

alICe.
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G week revelries
MOUNTJOY SQUARE

"Monday Night sees DlT
Mountjoy Square return to
the Big Tree Tavern for a
traffic light night with DIT
Cathal
Brugha
Street.
Tue day will introduce to
many first year the now
infamous Mystery RAG Trip.
Tickets are priced at 13.
Bu. es will leave the college
at 11.30am and will return
sometime the next morning.
To find out what happens in
between, you'll ju t buy a
ticket and find out for
your elf.
"All thi and a lot more
hould hopefully see thi
RAG Week, the last RAG
Week in the Square for many
of you, be a blast for us and
hugely beneficial for the
charities we will be raising
money for."
Joe Murphy
CATHAl BRUGHA
STREET

"Each DIT site has chosen
to take their own charity to
support with the class
representatives here in athal
Brugha
treet
ch se
homeless charity Focus.
The week will kick off with
a pizza eating competition,
which is guaranteed to be
hilarious - remember to get
the seats towards the back
because we have learned

DITSU officers offer a preview
of what RAG Week will provide
DIT's party-mad students with
from previous year that this
can be a messy affair.
So get involved as there' a
brilliant prize to be won for
stuffing yourself stupid.
Day
With
Valentines
approaching we offer you the
opportunity to buy your
perfect date at our 'Slave
auction: this night will be
combined with a traffic light
ball, and will include special
drink promotions and you
never know, y u may find
love!
Cathal Brugha team up
with Bolton treet for the
RAG trip to its cu tomary
secret location. Tickets are on
sale in the Student Union
shops and cost 15.
Buses will leave at 12.00
outside athal Brugha Street.
orry folks, God only knows
what time you'll be home at,
so tell your folks not t wait
up!!!
Wednesday will b
a
chilled day and just to let you
all know we will be filmin
all you guys on the RAG
Trip, with foota 'e from the
trip bein ' shown in the Back
Gate tha day, so up and
coming stars this wuld be

your chance to get noticed!!!
We would ask that you give
generously to the bucket that
will be g ing around in aid of
Focus Ireland, the charity that
homeless
helps
the
community."
John McKenna

chariti s your d nations will
be much appr ciated.
(' d like to take this
opportunity
to
thank
everyone for their support on
IOk Walk and th
th
mcningltls
deriv that
happen d before Xmas.
inally. if y u do find
your cIf v rtieally challenged
ure
vcr the we k mak
you've got a g d bar
propping you up. Have a
good ne!
Lyndsey Jone.

BOLTON STREET

AUNGIER STREET

DIT U Bolton
t. ha
opted to support two local
charities from monies raised
during RAG Week, namely
The Friends of the Eld rly
and the Markets Area
ommunity
Resource
Organisation (MA RO).
We have a Pot Noodle
'POT TAR'
promotion
kicking off the week on
Monday, a casino afternoon
on
Wednesday,
and
'Babelfish' to play in the
collegc on thc Thursday.
Alon 1 with the usual events,
wc herc in Bolton t ar
running
a
week
long
compctition, 'El Mission,'
which imolves teams of four
takin
part in different
c1Mllcn 'c... with thc winning
team recei in' a kc' of hcer
for them...clvc .
hi Mission requir\; ... skill.
determination. a touch of
insanity and a hcll of a lot of
ener 'y!
The challen 'cs for thc
week include speed catin '.
runnin 1 around Duhlin 'ity.
not to llI\;ntion RAG Trip
challeng s.
Tuc day's RAG Trip se\;s
huses leavin at 12pm right
after our second day of
challenges for the El Mission
teallls.
It's a llIyst I trip, M) top
askin' where w 'r
oing!!
'Ickeb arc priced 15 and
ar availahle alon' with all
oth'r ticket in the Stud nts
nion ...hop.
As always the trip will Ix: a
Ion'. difficult journ y with
too much 10 drink, not
enou h wilet stops and for
SOIll
reason very f w
complainh.
Neal Cromien

"Hi everybody! Hop
you've been savin your
p 'nnies (or cents) because
wc've got a timetable
bursting with
fun-fill d
events.
"Of califS • the big one for
the week is the Ball which
takes place on Thursday 14th
in th Point Depot. Thi aim
to Oc the hig est and
t
student party the world hll
" r s ·cn.

Drinking games during RAG Week? - who'd have
thought it
posters!) It really will be a
m morahle 0 easion.
Of course RAG Week
would not he the ame
without allthc r 'ulars -R G
Trip anyone'!
'I ry your he t to
im;ol\ d in \1111 ev nt and
enjoy", hllc w th stud nt
r,lise funds for two v'r
worth"'hile cause in the
local Vincent d' Paul
h Iter and the
hom I ~
Spe ial Olympics 200 \.
I)e~ AII' 'Y

KEVIN STREET

God only knows what time yOU'll be hom
your folks not to wait upl

to r nllnd

c ryone th.ll Raisin' and
ni"in' eR C,) i all in aid of
ch Irit). With S. V.D.P and the
20cn
Sped'll Olympic
World (,ame the nam d

Karl Honar
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Food for thought
or many tudents
breakfast
has
become a thing of
the pa t, a di tant
mem ry of soggy
Cornflakes and even oggier
toast lovingly prepared by
adoring parents before we
grabbed ur lunchbox and
skipped ff to school. Cut to
student life. F r m st of us,
who hav ti ured out the
latest time possible to get up
so that w cun arrive at ur
tir t
I cture
n tim,
breakfast ju t d
n't c me
into the equation. nle of
cours. a bag of crisps
consumed alon the way
c unts lor anythin .
o when the lunchtime
break r 11 ar und and th
hung r pain bec me lm t
unbearable, a qui k and
fillin lunch is th nly thing
n a tudent's mind. Takin
int account that student ar
ne of th m st impoverish d
speci walking th earth and
bUdgeting for each we k's
food is a f reign c ncept, the
burning qu stion is, wher
does a student get Ihe beSI
deal for lunch f r th least
possible mon y'?
Being
th
evercon cientiou
tud nt
I
decid d to ventur to a few of

P

Fiona Hynes investigates
the lunchtime options for
cash-strapped student
around the city
rolls are some of the best you
will et around the area. 0 if
you are I oking for a change
of scenery ramble down to
this atery where you can
expect to pay 2.50 for a roll
with up to tiv fillings!
Joann, a first year
Management and Marketing
stud nt, told me that he ha.
n ver ventured to Fitz's Deli
and w uld n rmally get a
andwi h in the canteen. But
h add d that after a few
months f eating th premad delights on offer her
tast
buds are becoming
bor d and seeing as they cost
her 2.50 she may make Ihe
trip down to sample tastes
anew.
A dinn r in Mountjoy
quare cante n will set y u
back around 3.80 for a meat
dish and
3.20 for a
v getarian option. Not bad,

Spar on Camd n Street is one of the more expensive
places to buy a lunch. A roll with thre Ifour fillings
and bottl of drink com s to about Eur05, the most
exp nsive I hav found so far

'toastie', which will set you
back 2.20 for a single
filling and 2.80 for a
combination. If the hunger
requires something a little
more filling then sausage and
chips is on thc menu for
3.80 and a meal from the
carvery costs betwe n 4
and 5. Hill 16 serves lunch
between 12 0' clock and 3
o'clock. Londis, Gardiner
tre t, is also an option for
. tud nts looking f r a quick
lun h. Here a standard roll
will co. t you 2.50, if you
fancy me chicken or turkey
stuffed in that roll, the price
jumps to 3.00.
Next it's off to Bolton
treet where students have a
lot more variety on offer
when it comes to cho sing
on 's lunch. Onc you walk
out th front doors of the
college you arc bombarded
wilh an array of delis running
th length of the street across
th r ad. Dessi 's, a small
n wsa cnt's with a limited
d li seems to spcciali in the
breakfast roll and I am met
with thc sight of limp
ausa 'cs swill1min T in grease
when I cnlcr. Such a roll will
cost you 2.50 and if it's a
cardiac arrest wrapped in tin
foil you're looking for,
Dcssic's is thc place to bc.
Deli Baoy, a few doors up,
is a cafe s't-up and scems to
he with Dessic's in the grease
is the word option. Lormine,
manager at the cafe, gu. hes
that a full oreakl"ast will only
cost you 5.60, and that's
with chips! A roll is cheap at
1.90 for onc filling
and 3.20 if you want to cram
four or live fillings in.
Declan's
w ag nt and D li
on Bolton Str t complet s
th 'r a y spoon e pcrience,
ain a
a Or Ua troll i
popular option h . P t r, a
om truction
lourth y ar
I.n'in erin tud nt, t lis me
thal
roll h r with all th
Iri 11 Will '1 you hack ahout
1.00.

the e student ,i that you pay
for quality. (A quality
breakfa troll i available
here - my gut i. te tament to
its yumines ! - Eel)
Across the Liffey tudent
treet and
from Aungier
Kevin treet have many of
the same options when it
comes to choosing lunch.
Anne Doyle from Mc
o nnells on Aungier Street
says 90~ of their cu tomer.
each day are students. "On
any given day the queue for
food is likely to spill out onto
th street" sh aid. The menu
is extensive and cu tomer
can choose from variou
filling
for
roll
and
sandwich s. ome h t food i
also available. A . alad
sandwich will co t you
1.90, a BLT, 2.70 and
extra. will cost you 45 cent
per item.
Cafe ora on Kevin treet,
boa ts an impressive array of
foods in its deli, from pesto
chicken
to
sun
dried
tomatoes. "It makes a change
from chicken tikka", one
customer tells me. Available
n this menu are ciabatta for
3.75 with three filling.
Wraps will cost you 3.62
and a panini will set you back
4.57. A point to note here i
that at in prices are ubject
to vat and .. rvice charge.

When the lunchtime break rolls around and the hunger
pains become almost unbearable, a quick and filling
lunch is the only thing on a student's mind

pr..

ew agent next door
boa ts a student lunch deal
wh re a chicken fillet roll
with a bottle of coke will only
cost the ravenou student
3.80. A roll with three
fillings co t 2.54.
Londis on Camden Street
is one of my la t ports of call
where I find a roll with three
fillings co t
2.80, a
sandwich with one meat is
2.20 and a panini with three
filling regi ters at 2.99.

Spar on Camden Street is one
of the more expensive places
to buy a lunch. A roll with
three/four fillings and a bottle
of drink come to about 5
the mo t expensive I hav~
found so far. Thing like crisps
are also more expensive here.
My advice would be to shop
around when looking for a
good lunch deal, many
smaller outlets offer student
Remember
incentives.
student,>, there i life beyond
Spar and Centra.

Your choice of 4 quality programs:

cc

A
intC!!1"es:ted in
ance, orientation ,
m + board all included.
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alien
ow far would
you go to help
the homeless?
Om:
DIT
student is going
a few steps further than a few
coppers in a cup. Adalll
Hyland, MA student at DlT
Aungier t is setting off to
hike along the Great Wall of
China, as part of the illlon
Community's
"China
Challenge" campaign.
Along with 70 other
volunteers, Adalll has to raise
4,440 single handedly to
finance the expedition. It runs
over five days, and by the
cnd, Adam and the group will
have covered 100 miles on
f t. The trip entails walking
through areas of China rarely
seen by west rners due to the
inacce sible nature of the
terrain. However, the group
will be accompanied by a
guide from "Across the
Divide", a company who
specialise in excur ions that
run off the beaten trm;k.
Walking an average of 20
miles a day th 'y will trek
al ng the wall, which hangs
perilously n the Yanshan
Mountains, down to the lowlying rural villages of

H

A DIT student will
undertake a
sponsored hike in
the Orient later
this year in aid of
charity. Ciara
O'Connor reports
Ganfang and Xingchen. The
pathways they will follow are
quite treacherous, as they are
almost
completely
overgrown with foliage.
Tourists rarely have access to
these parts of the wall. They
will be housed in tw -man
tents so the entire trip will be
demanding, to say the least.
Adam has always wanted
to visit the Orient. "It's g ing
to b tough and physically
very demanding. But I'm
looking forward t
the
challenge and no matter how
hard it gets. I know its all for
such a good cause. It's also a
wonderful opportunity f r m
to see the hin se wilderness
first hand which ordinarily I
wouldn't get a chance to do."
Adam has wriuen to

numerous companie l:l:king
donations and has also held a
Christmas
raffle
and
organised a table quiz. He
plans to organise further
events in the near future and
is c unting on the students f
DIT for their assistancl: and
support.
"So
far
in
fundraising dforts, many
people have bl:en really
generous and helpful. But I
still have a long way to go
and will b relying on the
. upport and generosity of
fellow DIT students and
staff. "
He expects t organise an
event aimed sp cificall at
DIT students in the c ming
m nths. "Its really getting
hard to juggle the hina
hallenge, studying and
w rking
part-time,
so
anything anyon d es to help
is greatly appreciated."
11 money raised will be
donated to the
imon
ommunity,
a
charity
to
help
the
working
homeless. Th re arc more
homeless people slcepin'
rough in Dublin alone than in
Manchestl:r,
Liverpool,
Birmingham,
uuin 'ham
and Oxford put to'dhl:r. A

There are more homeless people sleeping rough in Dublin alone than in Manchester,
Liverpool. Birmingham, Nottingham and Oxford put together.

campaign
like
hina
hallenge is fundamental to
imon
th w rk of the
ommunity and is vital to
highlight the importance of
what they do. As well as an
annual I ng-haul hik (last
year th y Wl:nt to amibia on
three occasi ns and raised
£800.000l, they run outreach
projel:ts. like the soup run.
and also direct a sh It r
which caters for 30 single
The
men and \\omen.
demand for pace in lhl:
shelter is escalatin l '\l:ry

year
and
th
imon
olllmunity is str tched to its
limits.
Thc succ ss of th hike that
Adam and the 'roup arc
cmbarkin upon is ssential
t maintain th standard of
care the im n olTIlllunity
pro ides. The hik accounted
for onc fifth of the funds
raised last)' ar.
"The Illlon ollllllunity
arc tackling an cv rincrca in l prohkm which
affl:cts e\ery )JIl:."
.I)~
Adal11. "1 he hOllSIll .lIld rl:nt

The Shape of Things

l

Crisis as \\dl us the
expanding divide b'tween
wealth and p verty III ans
thut pc plc can \cry quickl)
go from a state of rdative
c mfort to absolut poverty
und can quitel:asily tmd
thelllsdves Ii\ In' on th
strc ts"
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RAG Ball hits
the Point

The Classic Beatles, who perform at the DITSU RAG Ball at the
Point Theatre on February 14.
TWENTY
two
thou, and
student ,
six
thousand
ticket ... yes folks the maths
don't add up for thi year's RAG
Ball, which i being held at the
Point Theatre on Valentine's
Night, February 14th. DIT U
has lined up a hugely
entertaining line-up with en ugh
~uscial variety to cater for every
dIscernible taste.
With Elvi 'The Way it WaJ'
the glory day of American rock
and roll will be revived and the
Classic B atle will play the
legendary note and lyric
penned by Lenn n, McCartney
and Harrison. Bono lover will
be more than entertain d by Zoo
2, who are c rtain to get the
pa~ked
auditorium rocking,
whtle Boogie Wonderland will
arou th inner 70' winger in
all of u . With Dj's AI Gibbs,
Mark Mc abe and teve Cooper

to follow with the latest chart
music a' well as the be t in
dance, thi. year's RAG Ball is set
to
become
one
to
be
remembered.
Extra watering holes under the
Point roof will whet the appetite
f the thirsty throng n what
promises to be the highlight of a
week of drunken debauchery and
devilment! So get your tickets
asap for the major DIT student
event of the year, which, if
successful, will represent the
biggest such RAG Ball held
anywhere in Ireland this year.
And with your money going
t wards
pecial
Olympics
Ireland as the countdown to next
year's pecial Olympic World
Game continues, remember that
a good eau. e will benefit from
your entry fee for a great night',
entertainment.

Game Tltl.: Wipeout Fusion

.lrishPlaYf~r

Format: Playstatlon 2
Publisher: Sony Computer
Entertainment Europe

Number four in the hit Wipeout
series has finally arrived on the
Playstation 2 despite an agonising
wait and a number of delays.
Prepare yourself for a non-stop
adrenaline rush as you speed
through the games twisting and
turning tracks at over a thousand
kph, slipping between other racers
and avoiding missiles and gunfire.
The game is an anti-gravity racer
and Is set In the year 2160. The AntiGravity league has been establish
with the only objective being
winning at all costs. Pick your team
from one of the teams on offer and
race against fifteen other racers in
Arcade or Championship mode, or
seven others In the two-player mode.
The game features brilliant
graphics with highly detailed craft
and excellently depleted tracks. The
game offers a range of locations to
race ranging from dust-fltled canyons
right the way through to futuristic

cities.

All the while you will have to
avoid gunfire from the other racers
and use them to make sure you win.
There are plenty on offer and
Include your usual missiles, greNIdes
and proton cannons. As you progress
through the game you get to unlock
new courses nd weapons, including
the quake that sends a shockwave
head Of you disabling your
opponents temporarily.
The sound..
game has always
a
• Of the series

Is
names
i=!U~chan~ged.
OrbItal.

Gamezone

Title: Dropshlp:
United Peace Fora
Fonnat: PIaystatIon Z
Publisher: Sony COmputer
Entertainment Europe

Game Title: Rea
Format: Playstatlon 2
Publisher: Sony Computer
Entertainment Europe

Rez is a game that cannot be
described si~ply by words. Instead,
you need to Immerse yourself wit.,.n
the game itself to experience what it
calls 'synesthesia' for yourself. Load
up the game and you will be hit by a
barrage of lights and sounds that
you will not have ever seen on a
console before.
The title Is a kind of third person
shooter. You control a being with six
evol~onary levels. As you blast your
way ttvough the various enemies
you will encounter within the game's
system you will gain POInts which
allow you to evoJve from a simple
wire-frame globe through to a
blinding flash of light.
The visuals In the game are cJoseIy
IIn
to the experience of the
sound.
le the sound a mfx Of
trance musk, starts off I f a song
with very few beats.
as you
progress through each stages ten
players the beats will Increase until
the song is complete and
overwhelming. The viMaIs

~=~'I::=::l

computer system.

As you're probably lost at this
game is hard to describe.

point,

It is 2050 and the world Is in
turmoil. (Nothing has changed then.)
Terrorists are threatening the
stability of the world order and it's
up to you as a Dropship pilot to
make sure that democracy
overcomes them.
A number of major world
governments have funded the
creation of a United Peace Force to
wipe out the threat.
The game is a hybrid of part flight
(when you are pilotlng the
Dropshlp), and part tank game. It
works very well with each vehide
you control behaving in a very

Cfifferent way.
As you cruise through the sky you

will have to not only pilot the craft,
but also avoid mlssires and gunfire as
welt as protecting yourself, other
craft and bombing enemy bases.
Take to the find and you will have
to drive yoUr tank while also
shooting everything that looks
suspicious.
The mix worlcs well, with each
vehicle controfNno In a different way,
but while It may 6e difficult to pilot
the Dropshfps there Is a traimng
mode tricJuded to help you.
lM- game looks brllllent t~ with
a variety of photo-reallstJc terrains
from deserts to snowmountains.
The vehldes and buildings are all
very detaUed, while there are SGm*
great effec:ts as you see tracer bullets
and missiles streatc past you.

=

belt i/i6............

Fans of racing games wUJ enjoy
this title, and It comes highly
recommended

BabelFish to play Rag Week gigs
By Dennot ey
D~BLI
group Babelfi h
\\'1\1 play both DIT Bolton
Ire t and athal Brugha
t during Rag W, k. The
&roup, compo d of Gerry
lioran, Karl Odium and
Catherine Dowling promi
to
provide
top
cia
eot rtainm nt at B n th
II th f F bruary and at
Bolton treet on Valentin
Day.
ath rin
pr viou Iy
a sa, ha be n writin
ng for v ral ye
offers a voc I deliv ry tyle,
individu I her melodi
and offbeat the
8a i t Karl Odium ha
I't<:ently mo ed more and
lIlore into the field of mu ic
Production
od r ently
COli borated with Gemma
ye and Pina
011
ng t othe . On guitar,
~ Horan
contributed
I
of noi
to numerou
~rground
ge ban in
bl I na e 'ang I-ridden'
y

•

mUSIC,

games

Dublin group Babelflsh will play both DIY Bolton St
nd cath I Brugha Street during Rag W k

P,
n upbe t

HMVo ersa 10%
discount*

t

(P tsounds) weekly charts on
Today FM, it wa al 0
recently awarded ' ingle of
th w k' on 2FM.
Babelfi h play DIT Catha1
Brugha treet on Monday
February I1 th between 1.00
p.m. and 2.00 p.m. as part of
th Rag Week fe tivitie .
Th Y al 0 play another
lunchtime gig at DIT Bolton
treet on Thursday February
14th bruary.
B belfi h
al 0
play
Whelan
on
Tue day.
bruary
19th.
Door
8.3Opm.
For morr in!omwtion
contact
bob ljirhirtland ~irrom.n'
or ('all 087 94807/0

D
la c

c

15

With Jamie McConnidc

to
fnImeor-_·..... _·····,·are underwater

tradcsfn
a
big
such
If
The sound effects are also
excellent, with Pro Logic 11

DIl Independent []

r 5:
Centre,
ryStreet,
opping
& allaght
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There's Hal to
pay at the mo
Shallow Hal
It's been a busy season at the
box office with wave after
wave of American war films
being churned out. It was
refreshing to go and review
something
that
didn't
comprise
of
America
defending the moral and
social lines of an endangered
nation. Mind you the other
side of the coin was a comedy
from the men that make
inbreeding in southside
Dublin a regular and normal
practice. I am of course
talking about the Farrelly
brothers and their latest
creation, Shallow Ha!.
Ha!, played by Jack Black,
is an emotionally retarded
twenty-something who has
incredibly high standards
when it comes to women. He
spends his nights plaguing
gorgeous women in clubs and
across the hall with little
success. No way to go
through life I agree. Of
course something has to give
and when Hal gets trapp d in
an elevator with positive
thinking guru Tony R bbin ,
his perception and outlook on
life are changed forever.
Hal now secs only the inner
beauty in women turning a
Picass into a Rembrandt. In
turn he turns into a nice
caring guy and falls for the
Rosie, played by the alwaysstunning Gweneth Paltrow,
the
rather
overweight
daughter of his boss. Thanks
to Tony Robbins she I oks
like a model to Hal, and they
fall in love. It is only when
Hal returns to his original
state f mind that he is Creed
to cho se between his head
and his heart.
Of course this is a Farrelly
Brothers movie and there are
plenty of slapstick momenl
to keep you entertained. It's
at times a little trashy and
even sentimental, which is
surprisin from Ihes film
makers, but all in all it is

:REVIEWS

worth a viewing. It's no
'There's something ahout
Mary' but close enough to
warrant a screening.
Eoill M/lrph\'

From Hell
tarring: Johnny Depp,
Heather Graham and lan
Holm.
On
ordinarily expects
creepy,
spooky-themed
movies to be, well creepy and
spooky and the Hughes
Brothers' latest effort more
than delivers on this count.
The lalest retelling of the
Jack The Ripper legend takes
us back to late 19th century
London when the world's
most famous serial killer
wreaked a reign of terror in
one of the city's best known
red I ight districts.

Hot on the heels of the
mysteriously
meticulous
murderer is the unorthod x
Inspector Abberline (Depp).
Via a combination of some
mind blowing narcotics and
all the instincts on would
expect from a crafty cockey
copper, Abberline pens a
horneh' nest during his
investigation, which brings
him into contact with Irishborn prostitute Mary Kelly
(Heather Graham l. As the
Ripper sets about avenging a
disease inflicted on onc of
Her
Majesty's
finest,
Abberline's hum:hes about
who and what is behind the
ghastly murders of several
prostitutes become more and
more plausible.
The ensuing nightmare that
envelqps the Whitechapel
area in the August to
ovember 1888 period is
excellently recrafted and the
murders arc quite gory
without
being
graphic,
leaving the true manner of
each heinou. h mieid to th
imagination. The mo\' ie is
incredibly dark, both in plot
developmenl and in its
direction, with about SOli( of
the action pcrfomled under

Inspector Abberline (Johnny Depp) ponders the
imponderable in 'From Hell'

Hal, played by Jack Black, is an emotionally retarded twenty-something who has
incredibly high standards when it comes to women

darkness. The suspense is
well
maintained,
th
supporting acls of Robbie
ollrane, Ian Holm and the
hrilliant lan Richardson more
than adequately support the
always xccllenl I)cpp while
raham proves the weakest
star on sho\\' with a less than
spot-on ockney dialect.
This i very much a scary
movie in lh classic s ns' of
moviemakin' - much of the
horror is created in the mind
of the viewer while the
directors still provide enough
to
harrowing
moments
witn ss on sucen.
D finitely worth a
viewing, thou 'h you may
never consider your in ides in
the sam Ii 'ht again.

ec nd up is Rat Race. This
is m re of a three sI oges
kind of movi with an all·star
cast and that unbearabl
Rowan Atkinson.
By now the world i
runnin out of thing to
gamhle on and in Ih world\
center for amblin '. Los
Vc 'as, a casino own r (John
le se), decide to hold a
cont sI.
The i t am
I ct d
most '0 off in search of
millions of dollars, usin'
whatever III ans of tran port
they can. What Ihe teams
don't know I that opl ar
bellin on th m and that th y
a bein watched th whole
time.
The a t consi ts of 'uba

[)/'rmot Kt'Vt'1

No fencing for Swordfi
Vid () RI vi

Rat Race

h
ppe
tml

V.
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City Sounds
B Laurenc :\1ackin
Then~

arc many different things in

this world that I enjoy, many
forms of nt rtainment that I
indulge in and I am perfectly
\\illing to try pr It} much
everythin " if only the once, and
damn th con equence • be they
judicial or m dical. But s riously
lad, mod rn d,mce; what's the
story with all that'?
ow I kn w
my culturally helt red rural
upbringing may ha\e tunted my
appreciation of all things arty a
little. and 'ranted, it is extremely
difficult. I think. Well,l know the
whole ballet thin' i prdty much
beyond th . r~t1m of my phy i al
comprch n ion. I think it's a
If-puni hmcnt
Ru i,m thin.
li"in in fr IIn t mpcrature •
communi Ill. But mod rn dance.
r all and trul ,i th r a point'?
Ans\\er on a po tcard.
I h ne all mpted to defend
mo t art form , be the hi h or
10\\, but om tim
I md my 'If
p ehle
and dumb with
wonder at th h r point!
n s
of ome of th tuff that occupies
our galleries and th . tre . TIlannual Turner Pril.e i always
ood for a lau h, and thi year
was no e c ption. Did you kno\\
that the fruits of your labour when
you tn d to r wir the E. B in th
dod y student flat aft r the
capitalist \\ines cut you off could
have won the Tumer Prize la t
? Light turning on and off!
onfu d'? You hould be. It's art
appa ntly.

Anyhow, back to the world of
comprehensible ent rtainment.
By the time y u read this, two
dinosaurs f music will have
reared th ir Jurassic heads at the
Point. Brian Wils n (ex Beach
Boys) and Deep Purple (ex all
contraband honest guv I don't
touch the stuff anym re, I've got
a family to 10 k after now) play
within a week of each other.
Purpl toured the U with Lynard
Skynanl throughout the summer
in the U
leaving us all
wondering just which v rsion of
Oil of Olay arc they using.
The Proj ct Arts entr has a
really good line up gigwis for
I'ebruary, with 'I hroat playing on
the 6th, the Havana rchestnt on
7th and Red eck Mani~ sto on
th 8th.
ice bit of hardcore.
followcd by some big band
uban styl- and then som' wellhoned post rock. Break out me
coffee mug it's going to be a long
weekend. Gorky's Zygotic Mynci
are in Whdan's on th 8th of
February as well. They haven't
played here in tw years and this
will be a welcom r turn Crone
of indie music's long servin
soldiers. This could be th tim to
cash in though, their lead singer is
call d Euro hilds. Stick that in
your marketing pipe and smoke
it. Proj ct strikes again with the
Jimmy
ake on the 28th of
J'ebruary and some of th nic st
huns in Dublin. Wonder how
many times that pun get used.
Th r is a gi

or something on

Ireland's

in The helter on 2nd February
called Dark Funeral and Occult. I
haven't a notion what this is
about but it ounds brilliant.
On your to do list add: must g t
tickets for Godspeed You Black
Emp ror. The last time they
played was in the TBM with
igur Ros and Fly Pan Am and it
was a night of gargantuan
proportions. I'm not sure if this
night will live up to the
precedence though. Avowed antilots of things people. GYBM
have come in for some serious
criticism for turning to the dark
side and playing at an M D
v nue, which goes against their
previous refusal to involve
themselves with the corporate
side of the industry. Check out
their websit and you will know
what I mean. The OOR inter\. iew
in particular smells like the weat
of a poorly read writer in o\er his
head. I can relate to that.
Appan:ntly. ticket sales for the
gig arc slow, but I think most
p ople will get over their disgust
and go anyway. Promises to be
an epic night, so mak
like
Starsky and go, go, go.
If anybody has anything they
want to let me know (how little I
know about music comments arc
the norm) or any answers to my
questions above then bung in an
email
to
city_sou d @hotmail.com
sp cially in relation to that
whole modern dance thing
because I can't figure it out.

By Fiachra Rocco-Goveny
What with all that life has given me
I do feel like giving a little back
sometimes. Writing this column is
practically charity work anyway.
Every year we hold the annual black
tie soiree in aid of charity. Basically
it's _300a plate, which is for nothing
when you think that its Jean
Michael on the stove. Basically it's in
aid of inner city children. Seeing as
the DIT campuses are all in the city
centre we thought we would get
together to raise some money for
them. I mean, hopefully It will stop
the little knackers keying my
Beemer every week, it's practically
protection money to stop them
from begging off me. I think it's to
open up more methadone clinics or
tanning booths or something,
whatever keeps them off the streets
is fine by me.
Several people have asked me
how I manage to do so much with
such a packed schedule so FYI, I
thought
I would reveal some of
my favourite time saving
techniques. But don't tell everyone,
they are strictly on the g & t. Firstly,
I have a car but it's practically a
waste of time seeing as you can't
even have a few drinkey winkeys
without some appalling guard with
an attitude problem and on a little
power trip giVing pestering you. I
mean, come on, we have to get
around. Anyway, I find that I waste
so much time waiting on taxi's that
it's much more practical just to hire

a chauffeur. If you're a bit stuck for
cash, just hire them for three or
four days a week rather than seven,
and resort to regular drivers for the
duration. Also, if you find yourself
really stuck and need to get home
at like, 3 am in the morning, just go
down to the front of Trinity and run
to the front of the queue. I mean,
there is always lots of people
waiting, but, lets face it, they are
not like moi and are well used to it;
it's practically how they socialise
these days, taxi queues, dole
queues, it's all the one. Also when
in bars always order of lounge staff
and never go to the bar. Oh, and
never tip until a few drinks in,
because that way they will know
you mean business and will serve
you quicker. It's all about respect.
Plus, who even stays in the one
bar for more than two drinks these
days anyway. Lastly, mornings are a
real problem, I mean by the time
you get yourself ready for the day
its practically time for your
lunchtime appointment so in order
to save time skip breakfast and get
the flunky in the office to go out
and get you a low fat frappucino
sans nutmeg and a bagel. I mean,
this stuff is really obvious, but hey
we should start with the basics, just
like Delia.
Anywho, ce tout pour le moo
Until next time, ciao.
FRG

ational Q ality Daily.
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: If you are interested in seeing your team ancllor club featured in the pages of the DIT Independent, or
: if you have something interesting to share with students about sport in college or in general, please
: contact Sports Editor Miguel Delaney at 4023071, or bye-mail at ditsport@hotmail.com This is your
paper and we'd love to hear from you!
:

:
:
:
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McManus keeps 011 in
Sigerson hunt
DIT 0-16 - 1-13 NUlG (after
extra time)
Match Report
by Miguel Delaney
A dramatic last minute point
from Ian McManu
ecured a
replay for DIT after a pul ating
Sigerson Cup first round game
against NUlG in VEC Terenure
on Thur day31 t January.
Galway got off to a flying start
with Risteard O'Headra claiming
both a point and a goal to put the
visitors ahead.
The point came after good
work from Matthew Clancy,
while O'Headra pounced to put
the ball under the bar after
Michael Keane had hi 'hot
aved uperbly by DIT keeper
Eoin Elliott.
However DIT gradually got
back into the game and by halftime the cores were level at 0-4
to I-I. Derek McCormack scored
twice from two fre -kicks while
Shane McKeague and Martin
Mulvaney scored a point and
piece.
Indeed just before half-time,
only a superb piece of defending
from Galway's ormac Darcy
prevented DIT from going a goal
ahead. A high ball put Mulvaney
through, but just a.. he shaped to
shoot, Darcy dived in front t

o e on
February

force the ball wide.
In the fir t 15 minutes of the
second half, NUIG took the lead
twice only for DIT to equali e on
both occasion. In the 16th
minute of the half, the home ide
were ahead for the fir t time in
the match, when Gary Doran
hot to make it 0-8 to 1-4.
De pite a long period of
pre ure, DIT could only yield
one more
core,
through
McManu ,and a late charge from
NUIG brought the game into
extra-time. Clancy scored a
wonder point fr m the left and
two minute' from the end
McFadden struck to make it 0-9
to 1-6.
The late equali er eemed to
knock the momentum out of DlT,
and despite two early point from
Stephen Bray and a superb core
from Mulvaney, NUIG quickly
began to take control and
tonned into a 0-12 - 1-13 I ad
by the end of th first period of
extra-time. With DIT looking
demoralised, it . eem d NUIG
would run away with it.
How ver, with Dublin's
icky
lear in inspirational form, DlT
managed to haulthems Ives back
into it.
One minute in, DlT signalled
they weren't giving up when
Lowry put on over the bar from

Meanwhile, th replay of
the first round Sig rson Cup
game against NUIG was held
on Tu sday February 5th, but
as was th case for their
hurling count rparts, Dll's
footballing fforts cam just
too late du to our d adlin .
R suits for both will appear
in next month's issue.
Any qu ri s, sporting
tidbits and th lik can b
mail d to me at
ditsportOhotmail.com, so
should on fe I th n d to
g t something sporty off
one's chest in our pages,
pi as f I fre to do so.
W 'd lov to hear from you,
If 11 int r st d sports club
co ordinators could mail us
should th r b any
v ntslcomp titionslsocial
th t you think d s rv our
att ntion, log on ilnd
t
scribbling, or giv us
all
th N WHoom t
4023071/4023284 or by f x

402 283.

delighted with th result. "A
marvellou performanc. We
lifted well above our I ague form
and that wa a
great re ult. The kicking of
Darren McConnack to keep u in
touch time and again was crucial.
That result wa a tribute to the
management of Joo Moran. He
got it right today"
The replay wa due to take
play in Galway on Tue day 6th
February.
DIT: E Elli t,
Gile , D
Ki man, M Gahan, N lear, J
Br gan, B McGrath, I McManus,
G Doran, L M ney,
Bray, D
McC rmack, J
arlton,
McKeague, M Mulvaney
ubs: D Walsh for Mooney, D
Lowry for arlt n, McGarry for
Mulvaney, B Kelly for Mc rath,
McGrath C r Bray

IG: Morris, D Lynch,
Darcy, D 0' ullivan, R Leonard,
'Neill, 0
J O'Donoghue, K
Ro n y, D
'haughn s"y, M
oil ran, B Padden, M Keane,
McFadden, M
lancy, R
'Headra
ubs:
McFaddcn,
O'Headra

B

Monaghan
011 ron

for
I r

Irish Colleges Hockey Cup

Sport
This month's DIT
Independent was were due
to cover the DIT Hurling
team's first match in the
Fitzgibbon Cup away to
Limerick IT on Saturday
February 2nd, but because of
the adverse weather the
match was called off. The
game was moved to
Wednesday 6th February, but
unfortunately this meant the
game was too late to be
report d in this month's
issue.

the flank.
Two minute later, ub titute
McGarry could have c red
again, after the exciting Walsh
broke through and centred the
McGarry
ball.
However,
panicked and put the ball high
and wide when he had time to do
better.
Thi mi
though eemed to
provide the park the ide needed
a th y began to control the play
jut as NUIG had d ne 15
minute previously. The unerring
McCormack sc red twice m re
from free kicks to bring DIT to
within a pint of the alway
side.
But after ome de. perate
defending from NUIG and a
close mis from tephen Bray as
the game entered toppage time,
iteemed an equaliser would
elude Joe Moran's . ideo
ue
McManus.
DIT wer awarded noth r 45,
of
sho ting,
but
inst ad
Mc ormack this time played it
ut wide to I ar. lear skipped
around tw
alway ba ks hefor
firing a I ng shot against the bar,
and in the resulting melee,
McManus utstretch d his fist to
put the ball over the bar and
sccur the replay.
DIT
GAA
D vel pment
Officer Dc.. O'Oonn I1 was

DIT get second chance After player mix-up
By Dermot

Keye~

anyway and we nded up winnin '
8 O.

DIT hockey's Simon larke was a
mightily relieved man as his team
W<lS provided a econd bite 01 the
cherry by Tallaght IT <lner <I
member of his te<lm wa.. found to
be illeg<ll in a recent match
between the t..... o .. ide~.

that DIT
in their
tud Ill.
D('f

", hay 'ot b<lck to us the
followin' mornin <lnd told m
that 11 had heen brou ,hi to hIS
attention that we had Ilelded an
ineli'ible player (sonl\:on' oth r
than larke had been in touch
wilh Byrne, pre~ul11ahl
a
'I ,ilia 'hl official or player hI).
I.llIa 'hI n w re then '1\ n Ihe
option of avail in ' of a hye to the
econd round a~ the match ..... a
Maun
now lorl 'Ited be au
had played, or a replay with u~ in
'rumlin on ,- hnlary 7.
Simon Clarke: his team was
provided a second bite of
the cherry by Tallaght IT

"Bul l11uch to lily Mlrpri ,
'I <Ilia 'ht optl'd 10 play u a '.lIn,
which was a 'reat sporlin
, tur."

Whistle
Blowers

Eurosport:
give It the

.I.P.

It is with great sadness with which we
scribble our Whistleblowers musings this
month, having learned of NTL's tragic
decision to dispose of EUr05port.
After nine years' coverage of some of the
world's most unglamorous sports, the
British cable company have decided to
replace it with CNBC News.
Tractor pulling. ski jumping, curling. the
station had just about every minimum
interest sport. while its live Christmas
Football consisted of friendly competitions
involving the Sturm Graz and Werder
Bremen reserves. Throw in flat sounding
and error prone commentatlng. dodgy
German competitions and countless ads for
SO's Super Rock Albums and it's fair to say
the channel provoked Its fair share of
ridicule.
But while we may laugh at Statto's
joyless observations, the station has Its
merits. Its coverage of major sporting
events is excellent, despite Its resources. All
major tennis events are shown live (and
later re:live), while it devotes a lot of time
to motor sport and lesser levels of boxing.
But the jewel in its schedule Is Its soccer
coverage, especially considering the current
media climate of secunng rights. It has
covered all international tournaments and
the UEFA Cup, while Eurogoals is one of
the better round-up programmes on TV at
the mom nt (c rtainly compared to ITV's
The Premt rshlp and Town nd's Tactics
Truck or whatever it Is).
Let's be honest, we'v all stuck It on and
watched the repeat of Sturm Graz - Werd r
Bremen when th re's nothing el on.
(Hmmmm, Int resting spar time habits
senor Delaneyl - Ed)
But NTL have dedd d th station wasn't
performing well nough and that th Imh
public would much rath r watch r corded
episodes of the Late Show on a station
which, In Britain, had dIsmal ratings (yes,
even wors than Eurosport).
To all sports fans It's a blow, and I ts Just
hope plans to hav the station r launch d
succ d, or never again will we enjoy th
thnlls of a crUCial B Iglan Cup tI b twe n
Lommel and Bev r n.
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Sporting anoraks
everywhere have
been raving about
an Irish soccer
website devoted to
the world of the
football
commentator.
Dermot Keyes spoke
to it Editor Larr
R an about the
simply brilliant
DangerHere. com.
"And here comes a
newspaper editor
with a deadline to
meet, danger
Ilere ..... "
The DangerHere team meet the legend: (from left to right) Jody, Larry, George Hamilton, Gareth with
Phil 'Pub Ref' Murray at the front ruining the shot by acting the clown
omm ntator

, uddenly, there
w re load' of
peopLe 10 gin on

o w all b am
la - raz d and
hungry for worlddomination"
ur f

unt

Waterford readers. Any thoughts on
wh re Jim Beglin got that accent
from, becau e there' no-one in the
city or country that sounds like him?
LR:
un't help you th r •
Dermot. Though. having once
e hanged pleasantries with Jim
from an adjacent urinal. I can assure
you th accent doesn't slip for a
econd even when hi mind is on
weightier matter.

